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SUMMARY

In the present article, new trends and development of ISMES

tecniques and methods relating to the seismic surveillace

of nuclear power plants, are described.
The experience gained in this field is described, and

particular attention is paid to the new trend in surveys
and instumentation design criteria (from both the hardware
and software point of view).
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1. FOREWORD

To guarantee the safety of the structure, modern
criteria i planning as well as refined methods in

structural computations must be used. In spite of

the advanced technical knowledge and the growing
experience i panning and construction, it is

still ecessary to install a automatic seismic

surveillance system in the plant, because the plant

may be influenced by high stress during a seismic

event. The surveillance system must be capable, if
required of switching the reactor off or supplying

at least the necessary iformation i order to

maintain safe operating conditions, in case of a

seismic event or seismic activity affecting the

structure, exceed the expected level in project

phase.

The recording of the seismic event and the conse-

quert structural behaviour of the plant, are compi-

led by the surveillance system, allowing for a

prompt location and evaluation of the earthquake
effects. In fact a proper kowledge of the seismic

effect could for example, reduce the time required

to reactivate the plant. A proper evaluation of the
seismic effect, also plays an important role in ve-
rifirg the project assumptions and the alculation

schemes adopted. The traditional surveillance Sy-
stems, istalled or. nuclear power plants are based

on analog data recording methods and for this rea-

sop the real time execution of seismic phenomena

evolution control is limited. Such a system allows

only to verify if the expected maximum acceleration

peak at ground level has been exceeded. The availa-

bility of digital analysis and recording instrumen-

tation, makes possible the effective real-time sur-

veillance of the plant. ISMES experience in this
field will be illustrated here.
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2. ISrIES EXPERIENCE

ISMES knowledge in seismic surveys is based on two

fundamental experiences, that can be considered as

evolutionary stages towards the control of seismic

risk in nuclear power pants. Such experiences come

from real application in working plants as well as

from research and studies carried out for future

p a n t s .

The aorso seismic surveillance system represents

the first step. This is an important achivement in
the evolution process, since for the first time the
analog recording statement of accelerometric si-

gnals has been overtaken. This, thanks to the in-

troduction of a system for the acquisition, digital

recording of signals and the calculation of the re-

sponse spectra.

The basis of the other stage is the experience, in

the project phase, which represents the new SMES
proposal or those plants still i their completion

phase. Innovation is obtained when ew methods in

seismic control are itroduced. The ew methods
consist put oly i observing the earthquake ad

seismicity effects on the structure, but also in
determining typical parameters of the dynamic beha-
viour of te structure itself and te variations of

the parameters as a idex of possible damages.
Following innovations are referable to te Pew e-
velopment of digital hardware wic alows to set

up subsystem modules specialized i acquisition,
recording ad calculating functions to be produced
according to the standards presently emerging on

the market.

2.1 Caorso seismic survey syste

The seismic survey system Pow installed at te Ca-

orso nuclear power pant [11, has been designed as
a completion of a previous one.

The previous system was based on magnetic tape ana-
log recorders. Te recorders were activated by a
common trigger signal, from a free-field sensor;

they allowed the simultaneous recording of oscillo-

gramms of response from different reactor parts. As
for the control expectations, this system had the
following limits:
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- loss of information regarding the initial stage
of the phenomenon, due oth to the starting time
of the tapes and the period in which the seismi-
city, though present, wasn't strong enough to re-
ach the trigger threshold given.

- impossibility of real time data elaboration as
the spectra oputation occurred Orly after
playing bacK the recordings on tape.

- alarm signals which is activated only when the
given acceleration level, i correspondence of
the free-field, is excedeed.

The Pew system allows to overcome the drawbacks ju-
st mentioned, being based on digital technologies.
The previous system has been kept running as a re-
dundant system and spare system in case of failure
of the digital

Hereunder are outlined the design criteria of te
new system ad are described the peculiarities of
the sensors, the acquisition and recording system,
the algorithm for a real time calculation of the
response spectra.

2.1.1 Sensors

Sensors for vibration surveys, consist of 15 servo-
accelerometers placed as per Table 
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TABLE I CAORSO NUCIFAI I'fAVI
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The chosen positioning allows to determine:

- free-field acceleration components

- components of the motion at the reactor base

- the reactor response and, through further elabo-

ration, the dynamic features of the reactor -

tself, considered as a rigid structure.

2.1.2 Recording and acquisition system

The system (see Table 2 is based on a lb-bit mini-

computer supplied with floating point hardware, in
order to accelerate the calculation. The main peri-

pheral connected to the computer is a multiplexer
and analog to digital converter unit capable to ac-

quire analog data coming from accelerometers and to
convert them in a digital form with a 12-bit reso-

lution (equivalent to the resolution of a part on
4 9 6 

The convertior and the following digital recording

assures high dynamics 72 d) necessary for the a-

celerometric signal elaboration (response spectrum
calculation, modal aalysis, etc.) For these rea-

sons the sampling period of the analog signals has

beer chosen in 0.01 sec. as to avoid aliasing phe-
nomena and to minimize the possibilities of errors
in spectra calculation.

TRANSDUCERS IRE-EXISrEOVI hVSTRj)A4EVrA Tin'
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�LAV BACK

SISTEM

DIGITAL MONITORING SYETEM

--------------- --------
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CE111IR-L
UNIT

TABLE 2 CAORSO NUCLEAR PLANr -
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE SEISMIC MONITORING SYSTEM
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The analog sgnals coming from accelerometers are

previously processed before going through he mul-

tiplexer and converter unit. An amplifer set allows
both the galvanic insulation between the acquisi-

tion system ad the sensors (on-field) ard the am-
plification of the input signals, so as to reach

the full scale in voltage of the A/D converter, u-

sing the high dynamics of the system.

The following step is te analog filtering in order

to eliminate all udesired spectral components from

the accelerometric sgnals (high frequency Poise,

aliasing, e.).

Finally a simultaneous sample ad hold uit, allows

the simultaneous acquisition of data coming from

all the sersors without producing phase-shift. Tis
is in fact of great importance since it enables to

carry out correctly the following modal analysis of
the structure. The data storage peripheral s made

of magnetic cartridge digital recorder able to re-
cord up to seismic events.

2.1.3 Control software

The control unit, performs the following functions

(TaDle 3.

- acquisition of accelerometric signals, cming

from accelerometric sensors placed on the reactor

building and on the free-field. The acquisition
is made as to record also the acceleration signal

immediately before the seismic evert
(pre-trigger)

- real-time calculation (that is to say, during the
seismic evert) of the response spectra of the -
celeraciors acquired on one free-field charnel.

- calculation of the spectra response regarding he

other accelerometric channels.

- comparison between calculated spectra and desi-

gned spectra.

- signaling of a possible excedirg of the maximum

expected spectra. In this case the system prints

the calculated spectra and the reference spectra,

pointing out te spectral components exceeded.
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Another ISMES innovation is the algorithm developed

to calculate the response spectra. This calculation

can be extremely expansive if carried out with tra-
ditional algorithms. As to ward off this drawback,

which could be detrimental for a real-time elabora-

tiop of the spectra, ISMES developed an algorithm

which considerably reduces the time required for
the spectra calculation (if compared with the tra-

ditional methods) thanks to a digital filtering me-

thod (covariance/invariant).

To estimate the precision of this new algorithm and

its advantages in calculation time, ISMES has car-

ried out a number of response spectra elaborations,

taking into consideration different time-histories
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of earthquakes. It has beer established that the

mean square deviation among the spectra calculated

by means of traditional integration (Table 4 and

by means of the "covariance-invariant" algorithm,
ranges between 3 and 6 and it obviously varies,

according to the "time histories" under examinatio-

r1. As to the time required for the calculation of

the spectra, research has proved that the
covariance-invariant algorithm is on the average

ten times faster than the traditional one

(Piece-wise linear).

MA
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TABLE 4 RESPONSE SPECTRUM ALGORITHMS COMPARISON
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2.1.4 Alarm criteria

The alarm signal is activated by the system when at
least one of the sensor signal is subdued by one of

the following conditions:

a - the calculated spectra has to exceed, at least

in I analysis frequency, by 10% of the

reference spectra;

b - the calculated spectra has to exceed the

reference spectra, in at least in 3 analysis

frequencies.

2.2. Latest ISMES proposals on seismic survey

New proposals have been developed in order to meet
the need of seismic surveillace, of those plants

still under construction or completion, such as PEC
and Montalto di Castro. This proposal is based on a
new planning of seismic control, divided ito 2

main functions:

- SEISMIC UEILLANCE

- SEISMIC MONITORING

SURVEILLANCE must supply information concerning
seismic phenomena, in order to establish, on based

existing procedures, the intervention needed to be

performed on the plant. This consists in the acqui-

sition of the accelerogramms on free-field and also

on some significant positions of the plant, signal-
ling if he fixed threshold values have been excee-

d e d .

MONITORING must supply enough information to be a-
ble to verify if stress level of the equipment ad

components, haven't exceeded the OBE values. Such a

function is based on two digital processings of the

signals, the first on-line and the second off-line.

The on-line processing carried out on place, consi-
sts in the calculation of the response spectra, in

all measurement points and in the comparison with

the reference spectra, outlined during the design
phase. More complex processing carried out out-line

in laboratoriesreading the recorded data, give the

following results:
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- verifying the assumption that the structure has a

rigid behavior.

- calculation of the response spectra in other par-

ts of the reactor building specifically at

mid-height and at areas where it was not possible

to install instrumentations, but which still are

of interest for studirg the structures and its

components.

- execution of spectral analysis of the acquired
signals as to obtain information, though partial,

on te upper vibration modes of te building and

in particular on the damping values and on the

features of the iteraction with the ground.

- evaluation of the structure response by means of

an available structural model, starting from the

recording of the free-field earthquake. Compari-
SOP between calculated response and the response
directly measured.

2.2.1 Surveillance instrumentation

Surveillance instrumentation are of the following
k i nd:

a - passive mechanic instrumentation enabling

permanent ad visible recording of the

acceleration peaks on one or more frequency
bands. The peak accelerograph and the response

spectra recorders fall in this category. Such
instruments do not require a power supply.

b - Seismic switches made of triaxial

accelerometers with electronic circuitry
regulated so as to switch off the relay when

the seismic events exceeds the fixed level.

c - recording centralized instruments made of tria-
xial accelerometric sensors placed i important

parts of te structure and also made of a re-
cording system on magnetic tape.

2.2.2 Monitoring instrumentation

Monitoring instrumentation can be divided as follo-

ws 

- sensors
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- digital equipment for the acquisition, calcula-
tion and recording 

Sensors are the same used in accelerometric net for
the surveillance function. In consideration of the
reasearCh carried out and the developed models, so-
me others triaxial accelerometric sensors could be
placed at different levels on the reactor building
or on the surrounding buildings and on some plant
components.

When talking about digital acquisition, calculation
and recording istrumentation, we have to underline
the development of digital hardware ad the launch
of specialized modules DSP (Digital Signal Proces-
sing), on the market allowing new solutions.

Considering the digital system installed at the Ca-
orso plant, the idea of a single computer heading
all functions is obsolete; new solutions enabling
modularity, reliability ad redundance concepts
tend to be introduced. The system is in this way
configured with modules having a specific function
to assure expansion capability and redundance to
the system. Table shows the system architecture
underlining the different modules divided according
to their main functions.

b- --- md Cr-

L

r

TABLE 5MOOULAR SEISMIC MNIrOPING SY5rEM-
BLOCK DIAGRAM
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By and large we can identify the following modules:

- ANALOG/DIGITAL CONVERSION AND BUFFERING MODULE.

Such a module in its 12,3 channel versions, accor-

ding to the sensors to which it's connected, ga-

thers the following functions: galvanic insulation
and analog amplification, analog filter, simultane-

ous sample and hold, aalog to digital conversion
and signal buffering during the expected seimic e-

vert (pre-trigger and post-trigger).

- SPECTRA CALCULATION MDULE

Such specialized module calculates the spectra of

the channels to which it's connected (channel
1,2,3) through a firmware algorithm.

- ALARM LOGIC EVALUATION MODULE
It receives the exceeding threshold signal of oe

or more channels from the spectra calculation modu-

les and causes the alarm signal, according to the

previously defined logic.

- TEST MODULE

The transducers module test and instrumentation mo-
dule test, fall in this category. The transducer

modules test are arranged as to control the sensors
able to send test signals and receive the response-

s. The instrumentation modules test are arranged

for the acquisition and calculation chain test and

allow to generate one or more test earthquakes who-
se wave and spectra are known. Comparison witn ac-

quired and elaborated data, give the correct fun-

ctioning instrumentation index.

- TAPE RECORDING MODULE

It records acquired signals on magnetic support.

All conversion and buffering modules of the system

are headed here.

- DISPLAY AND PRINTER MODULE

It reproduces on paper and on display, test resul-
ts, spectra calculations and diagnostic informatio-

n 

- PANEL ALARM MODULE

It activates local lights and/or acoustic signals
and returns alarm signals in the control room, even

during simulations and tests.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

New ISMES technologies in planning and construction

of seismic control systems, are based on monitoring
and surveillance concept and also on the use of di-

gital equipment.
The main advantages can be summarized as follows:

a - Higher precision in information, if compared

with information collected with the traditional

analog system.

b - Higher rapidity and effectiveness of the alarm

signal.

c - High reliability thanks to modern components

and electronic systems.
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